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Installation
1.

Following the factory recommended procedure
for your vehicle, remove the existing fog light/
housing assembly from the vehicle.

2.

Disconnect the fog light connector and remove
any hardware used to secure the fog light to the
housing. Carefully remove the fog light from the
housing.

3.

Install Fastex® grommets as shown. Secure the
M4 lighthead to the mounting bracket using the
mounting hardware provided.

4.

Insert the Lighthead/bracket assembly into the
fog light housing as shown. Do not pinch or kink
the lighthead wires.

5.

Use the two mounting bracket bolts to firmly
secure the lighthead/bracket assembly to the fog
light housing. Use the Locating Bolt to ensure
proper vertical alignment of the lighthead.

6.

Return the fog light housing to it's original location
and following the factory recommended
procedure, re-install it onto the vehicle.

7.

Note: Orientation
of this grommet
is critical!
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Extend the lighthead wires to its designated
control switches. Refer to the instructions
included with your M4 lighthead for detailed
information on wire functions, fusing and general
operation.
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